Hello and Welcome to 2010! Literature Club is back, BIGGER AND BETTER than ever. Current and new members are welcomed with open arms.

**Friday 12th February**

**Meeting**

Love is in the air with Valentine’s Day this Sunday, so tell us about the books that you love, the authors you worship and why you’re so devoted to your favourites. You will also be set up on a **blind-date with a book**! What is that? you may ask, well, it’s your chance to unwrap a mystery parcel with a possible future favourite read inside….open your mind to the possibility!

**Friday 19th February**

**Meeting**

**Literary Superquiz!!** Today is the day to test your skills and your knowledge of all things literary. Teams of five will battle it out for the chance to win a **MAJOR PRIZE** and of course the glory of winning!

**Friday 26th February**

**Meeting**

**Tall tales and true** Non-fiction - what is it that makes true stories so spellbinding? We’ve often focused on fiction, today we’re going to find out about some real life stories that are attention-grabbing and absorbing. Share your own favourites with the group and reap the rewards!

**Friday 5th March**

**Meeting**

**Listen and learn!** From the appetizing first paragraph to the satisfying finale (or not…) – get your brains and vocal cords tuned to read aloud some first paragraphs from mystery books and see if you can match the first and last bites!

**Friday 12th March**

**Meeting**

**Graphic Novels are Great!** From **Tintin** and **Asterix**, to **Naruto, Bleach** and **One Piece**, graphic novels have a long history. From comic book beginnings to the sophisticated modern stories such as Persepolis, illustrated stories have an appeal for all ages. Come along today to see why these books attract such a dedicated following.

**Friday 19th March**

**Guest**

**J.C. Burke**, author of **THE STORY OF TOM BRENNAN**, winner of the 2006 CBCA Book of the Year Award in the Older Readers category and other acclaimed novels such as **White Lies, The Red Cardigan** and **Faking Sweet**. Her favourite book is **Lord of the Flies**, she likes a good sleep-in on the weekends and she loves watching Deal or No Deal. Today she will be talking to us about writing novels aimed specifically at boys.

**Friday 26th March**

**The Scotch Factor**

Scotch’s most popular competition! Form a team of three, pick a novel you all know well, sign up and compete for fabulous prizes!! The winners will go straight through to the Grand Final.